Induku Wooden Models
Strandbeest Kit

Assembly Instructions

Thank you for shopping at Induku Design.

I hope you enjoy building the Strandbeest as much as I did making it!

For any questions or comments, please contact me:

ronald@indukudesign.com

More information about the Strandbeest and electronic copies of this manual available at:
www.indukudesign.com
A video with some tips and tricks to make assembly easier is available here on YouTube at:

https://www.youtube.com/user/robroy865
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Recommended Tools:
The kit contains all the tools and parts for the Strandbeest to be assembled and fully functional.
However, to make assembly easier, and for the model to walk smoother, the following items (not
included) will help:

Knife: If a part seems stuck
while removing it from the
plywood sheets, carefully cut
it out with a knife.

Candle: The moving parts
can be waxed with regular
candle wax to reduce
friction.

Glue: The kit can be
assembled without glue. It is
however recommended that
a bit of glue is added to the
gears when fitted to the
axels to reduce slippage.

Important: DO NOT add wax/any lubrication to the axels, gears or locks prior to installing. The gears
and locks are press fitted to the axels and any lubrication may cause slippage.
Important: DO NOT rotate gears, locks or any other parts with OCTAGON HOLES when fitting/fitted
to axes. The octagon holes are slightly smaller than the dowel and are press fitted into place. Any
rotation will wear out the grip and result in slippage. Note that the dowels should move freely in the
ROUND HOLES.

Tip: The kit contains a number of spare parts. If a part breaks, please refer to starred (*) parts in the
back of the manual. If a spare is not available, it is often possible to glue it back together using CA or
PVA glue. Wait for the glue to dry completely before continuing with assembly. If the part is not
fixable, please contact Induku Design for a replacement.
Tip: Work on a hard surface to push parts together to ensure that parts and locks are flush where
required.
Note: All parts and their annotations are indicated in the back of the manual.
Note: All parts from previous steps will be annotated as S-step_number, e.g. S8 indicates the parts
that were completed in step 8.

Assembly instructions:
Remove the included Tool 1 (W1 – see part list in back of booklet) from the sheet.

Carefully remove all other
model parts from boards

Tip: Use the thin part of Tool
1 to help separate the
narrow parts from the
wooden sheet and push out
smaller bits.

Remove any burrs on the
parts by gentle sanding.

Tip: Use the thicker part of Tool 1 to remove the small gears
(T8) and locks (B10), by carefully pressing it into the hole while
supporting the back.

Assemble Tool 2: W2a; W2b;
D2 (x2).

Tip: Use Tool 2 to hold small
dowels during assembly.

Press all parts together
tightly to make Tool 2.

Carefully separate any of the
dowel pieces that may be
attached.

Tip: Use Tool 2 to hold locks
during assembly.

X2
1. D112 (x2); T8 (x2).
Place the small gear between the marks on the longest axel (D112) as indicated. Repeat: x2.
Important: DO NOT wax any parts with OCTAGON HOLES (e.g. T8). Tight fitting is required for
proper function without slippage.

X5
2. D87; T32.

3. B1.

Place the large gear on the axel (D87) as
indicated.

Rub wax on both sides of all the B1 pieces. x5.

4. B1; B10; S1 (part from step 1).
Place axel and gear (S1), through the top hole of part B1. Keep in place with B10. Note - the axel
should be able to move freely in part B1.

Tip: Use Tool 1 to move small parts along axes.

5. T32; S1; S4.
Place other axel and gear (S1), through the middle hole (S4). Keep in place with large gear T32.The
top and middle gear should mesh and move freely.

6. B10; S3; S5.
Place other axel and gear (S3), through the bottom hole (S5). Keep in place with B10. Images show
the gear train from the front (left) and back (right).

Side view of gear train. Top and middle axes
are long and fitted in opposite directions.

Tip: Glue can be added to where the axels
meet the gears - BUT the gears should turn
freely.

Important: Add wax to the gears but be careful
not to get wax on the rest of the axels. The
gear train should be able to move freely, and
the gears and locks should not be tightly
pressed against part B1

X4
7. T32 (x4); D5 (x4).
Fit the large gear between the lines on axel D5. x4

Tip: Use Tool 2 to hold the small dowels during fitting.
Tip: Add a small drop of CA glue to help stop slippage. Ensure this is completely dry before
moving on to the next step!

X2
8. B1 (x2); L-M (x4); S7 (x4).
Place the two parts from step 7 (S7) in part B1 as indicated. x2.
Add the leg crank, part L-M, to the axel at the back. x4. Note: The crank (L-M) fits tightly to the
axel. Be careful when fitting not to rotate the gear on the axel. Use the deep hole of Tool 2 to help.
Important: The axel should not protrude and should be flush with the edge of part L-M.

9. T8; S6; S8.
Slide the parts from step 6 and step 8 toghether. Place the small gear on the bottom axel as
indicated.
Important: Pay attention to the orientation of part S8. I.e. the large gears should face outwards,
and leg cranks should face inwards. Ensure that the small gear is between the indicated lines.
Glue can be added to the small gear but ensure that it has dried before continuing.

10. B1; B10; S10.
Slide another B1 part onto the parts from step 10 as indicated. Keep in place with lock (B10) on
bottom axel.

11. B1; B10; S11.
Repeat steps 9 and 10 on opposite side.
Slide the inner plates outwards to form the main Strandbeest body as shown below. Mesh the two
large and one small gear together (do this on each side).
Important: The leg cranks (L-M) on each side of the body should face in the same direction.
However, the leg cranks from
opposite sides of the body
should be at 90 degree
angles relative to each other
(see diagram). Adjust these
by turning the gears just
before meshing together.
Note: The outer leg cranks
(added later) will be in 90
degree angles towards these.
This arrangement, coupled
with the movement of the
Strandbeest leg, allows it to
remain in continuous contact
with the ground.

12. B2 (x2); S11.
Add the struts (B2) to the main body, one on each side as indicated. This will fix the side plates in
position, and provide rigidity to the structure.

Tip: Be patient when fitting the struts – gently work each plate in a bit at a time
Important: Ensure that the leg crank orientation does not change during this step.

X4
13. B3 (x2); B4 (x4) S12.
Slide the strut supports (B3) into place on both sides. Lock the struts and strut supports in place
with part B4 on all four corners.
Important: The strut lock (B4) will not fit if the strut supports (B2) are not fully in place. Ensure
that the supports are pushed in completely. Be careful not to break the tips on the struts when
fitting parts B4.

X4

14. L-M (x4); S13
Add the leg cranks (L-M) to the outer axels as indicated (see also diagram on next page) x4. Note:
The crank (L-M) fits tightly to the axel. Be careful when fitting not to rotate the gear on the axel or
the crank on the inside.
Important: The axel should not protrude and should be flush with the edge of part L-M. Ensure
that the crank is fitted in the right orientation. DO NOT ROTATE, rather remove and refit.
Rotation will cause slippage.

Leg crank orientation:
The orientation of the leg
cranks are indicated in the
image.

side view

Note: all cranks on the same
plate, face in the same
direction.
Note: The side view shows all
leg cranks at 90 degrees to
each other.

15. B9 (x2); B10 (x2); D2; D30
Fit D2 in the octagon holes of the two pieces of the hand crank (B9). Add a lock (B10) to one end
with the 3 cm dowel (D30). Push this dowel through the round hole and keep it in place with
another lock piece (B10).

16. S4 ; S15.
Add the hand crank to the long side of the middle axel.
Important: Spend time to wax the gears! Slowly turn the hand crank and wax to the teeth and
sides of all the accessible parts. Turn all parts of the gear train carefully until the whole
mechanism moves freely.

Tip: Spend at least 10 minutes on this step.

X8
17. D4 (x8); S16.
Insert a D4 dowel into the open leg crank holes as indicated. x4.

Tip: Use Tool 2 to assist.
Important: Support the back of the structure wen pushing dowels in place to ensure that the gear
and plates behind the leg crank do not break!
L-C

L-F

round

octagon

X8
18. D3 (x16); L-F (x8).
Insert a D3 dowel into part L-F. x8.
Important: Parts L-C and L-F look similar. Check that parts L-F, with octagon holes, are used
during this step.

X8
19. L1 (x8); L2 (x8); L-F (x8); S18.
Add the triangular leg’s top and bottom parts as indicated. Keep in place with L-F x8.
Important: Pay careful attention to the orientation of parts L1 and L2. Parts L1 and L2 should
swing freely. Dowels should not protrude and be flush with the outer edges of parts L-F.

X4

A

B

Divide the 8 leg pieces into 2
groups, i.e. two sets of legs
that mirror each other should
be made. Start with the legs in
the A (top) orientation in step
20.

20. B10 (x4); D4 (x4); L-C (x4); L-K (x4); S19.
Add part B10 to part D4 and insert into the open hole of part
L2. Place part L-C from other side over this dowel and keep in
place with octagon hole of part L-K. x4.
Important: Pay attention to the orientation of part L-K.

X4

21. B10 (x4); D3 (x4); L-J (x4).
Place the dowel (D3) in the octagon hole of part L2. Add L-J and keep in place with B10. x4.
Important: Ensure that all the parts are in the correct orientation. Part L-K should bend upwards
and the round hole should be free.

X4

A

22. B10 (x8); L-C (x4); L-K (x4); L-J (x4); D3 (x4); D4 (x4); S19.
Repeat steps 20 and 21 but mirrored on the remaining four S19 pieces as indicated.
Important: All parts should move freely.

B

23. B10; S17-B; S22.
Add the legs to the body as follow: Start with a leg in the B orientation as shown. Place the holes
from parts L-J and L-K over each other, and place onto the axel from the leg crank. Keep in place
with B10.
Important: Pay special attention to the orientation of the leg – see next step.

Top view
24. B10 (x3); S17B; S23.
Add the remaining 3 legs in
the B orientation in the same
manner as step 23.
The diagram shows where the
B and A legs should be placed.
There should be one leg of
each orientation on each of
the plates (B1).

Important: Pay attention to the orientation of each leg. The bend on part L-K should face upwards.
Also pay attention to the arrangement of the legs. There should be two remaining open holes on
each leg on parts L1 and L-C. The legs should swing freely on the axes connected to the body.

Bottom view

25. B10 (x4); S17A; S24.
Add legs in the A orientation
to the remaining leg crank
axels.
Keep each leg in place with
B10. x4.
All 8 legs should be in place
on completion of this step.

26. B10 (x4); D96 (x2); S25.
Place part B10 on one side of the dowel (D96). x2. Place the other end of the dowel through the
open holes (parts L-C and L1) of the leg as shown. Thread through open hole of part B1 at the
back (see images below).

Continue through second plate and open holes in the leg on the inside. Push through the third
plate (B1 in the middle), and keep going while connecting the other legs in line. Keep in place with
B10. Note. The four legs in line with each other should be connected, and there should be no
remaining open holes.
Repeat on other side.
All 8 legs should be fully connected and moving freely when the hand crank is turned.

27. B7 (x6); B8 (x2).
Attach parts B7 to B8 as indicated. Place the second part B8 on the opposite side.
Important: Pay attention that all the B7 pieces are slanted in the same direction BEFORE the blade
hub is completely assembled.

28. B6 (x6); S26; S27.
Insert the blades (B6) into blade hub slots as indicated. x2
Attach the rotor to the top axel of the main body.

Congratulations!
You now have a completed
and fully functional
Strandbeest.
Slowly turn the hand crank
and check that all parts are
moving unimpeded.
For best results, place your
Strandbeest on a hard
surface in a windy spot to
see it walk on its own!
(Blowing, small fans and
hairdryers are good
replacements for natural
wind)

Minor improvements:
Ensure that all the gears keep running smoothly by adding candle wax.
Reduce the chance of slippage by adding a drop of CA glue to where the axel meets the gear.
Important: Be carefully not to glue the gears to the body of the Strandbeest.

Variations:
If the wind is strong enough
and the gear train runs
smoothly, it is possible to
place the rotor on the lower
axis. The Strandbeest will
walk 4 times faster!
Turning the hand crank
while in this configuration
will also show how effective
the reduction gears work.

Reduction gears:
This version of the Standbeest is small. Due to its decreased size, the windmill used to power it is
also small. Less wind is thus captured, and this needs to be compensated for. Here I use reduction
gears to increase the torque on the crank (part M) that drive the motion. Once the model is built look
at the gear train and calculate the total reduction in speed and increase in torque.

The Strandbeest leg:
The Standbeest was developed by Theo Jansen using an evolutionary algorithm. Using this algorhitm
the legs were optimized to have a specific movement pattern. When walking, the Strandbeest seem to
have very natural movements, and weight is carried very efficiently. The proportions of the leg
segments are very important to generate the movement pattern. This is the key in making a
functional Strandbeest.

B1
Main structure
plates
#5

B2
Struts

B3
Strut supports

B4
Strut locks

#2

# 3*

# 4*

B6
Blades

B7
Blade box sides

B8
Blade hub

B9
Hand crank

#6

#6*

#2

#2

B10
Locks
# 40*

T8
Small gear
8 teeth
# 4*

T32
Large gear
32 teeth
#6

L1
Leg top
ebd
#8

L2
Leg bottom
ghi
#8

L-C
Short, holes
round
#8

L-F
Short, holes
octagon
# 16

L-J
Long, holes
round
#8

L-K
Bent, round and
octagon holes
#8

L-M
Crank, octagon
holes
# 8*

W1
Tool 1
#1

W2a
Tool 2
Top part
#1

W2b
Tool 2
Bottom part
#1

D2
Dowel
6 mm
# 3*

D3
Dowel
9.3 mm
# 24*

D4
Dowel
12.6 mm
# 16*

D5
Dowel
16.6 mm
# 4*

D30
Dowel
30 mm
#1

D87
Dowel
87.2 mm
#1

D96
Dowel
96.2 mm
#2

The number of each part required to
build the model is indicated below the
part.

D112
Dowel
112.2 mm
#2

SP
Sandpaper
square 240 grit
#1

*Extra copies of these parts are
included.
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